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About This Game

**Note: This game is a VR-only experience and requires a VIVE or Oculus headset**

Once again players will assume the role of Raz, an intrepid young psychic and now fully fledged member of the Psychonauts —
an elite group of international psychic secret agents!

The story picks up exactly where it left off at the end of Psychonauts (2005)—with Raz, Lili, Sasha, Milla, and Coach Oleander
flying off to rescue Truman Zannotto, the Grand Head of the Psychonauts. Their mission takes them straight into the heart of

the Rhombus of Ruin—a mysterious part of the ocean as deadly as two Bermuda Triangles back to back!

When the rescue party itself is kidnapped and held prisoner in the Rhombus, Raz is immobilized and must use only his psychic
powers to reunite his friends, reveal the identity of the kidnapper, and free Truman before the madness of the Rhombus

consumes all their minds.
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Title: Psychonauts in the Rhombus of Ruin
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Double Fine Productions, React Games
Publisher:
Double Fine Productions
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or greater

Processor: Intel i5-4590 processor equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 8 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad required, Touch as Gamepad optional

English
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Awesome game :). Love the game

BeamNGdrive+lego=The greatest game ever
  Brick Rigs. Unexpectedly good. Got this for $1 in one of the indie paks in christmas, and it really is a very competent point &
click, with several additions that enhance the genre. It rewards obsessive clickers with collectibles, and highlights the name of
items that you can interact with, and if u tried a particular interaction earlier, the game lets you know by making the text white
(as opposed to blue, which indicates a new interaction). It also has a scoring\/title system (which I assume is based on how fast
you solve puzzles + how many collectibles you get).. it's not much but it's there. Lots of dog puns.

Tired of the pirates theme though. Should've left that to Monkey Island.. My all-time favourite LEGO videogame.

After completing the original, I had bought the second installment as soon as I could get my hands on it, and I was pleasantly
surprised by what this one had to offer.

There are six hubs, each featuring a map you'll love to explore, 15 levels (5 of each story, treasure and bonus levels), a plethora
of unlockable characters & vehicles, unlockables from 3 types of collectible coloured bricks, and a super bonus level to top off
each hub.

I very much prefer exploration in the hub and multiple short-duration levels than a single hub with long-duration levels, and this
game also has a very nifty feature in the form of a dynamic split-screen camera to make co-op mode far less restricted in terms
of exploration on one screen. And then there is a creator hub where you make your own levels, coupled with a tutorials.

All in all a very charming and enjoyable must-have for LEGO game fans alike.. niceee <3
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add to cart
enjoy childhood again. its really a great game it took me about 2 hours to beat per se

keep in mind the cars are feather light so you will go flying to the ends of the earth if you dont know how to control your car
BUT it is funny at times

9\/10 hard to pull of a loopdy loop like from hotwheels. It is a vive version but works well with rift cv1 + xbox controller so who
cares?. A subpar shooter that forgoes almost all of the squad based tactics that made the other games in the series different, if
not good. Instead of a squad of four soldiers with weapon specializations that could utilize any weapon you could pick up you
have two soldiers that have very different intended playstyles. The shooting mechanics feel sloppy, guns have no real impact
(the .50 cal handgun feels functionally identicle to the 9mm handgun), accuracy is nonexistant.
Seriously, don't get this game. It's bad.. I like it, very much like the board game.. Good to practice Chinese with. Good story and
characters, but I like Chinese culture so I'm most likely biased.
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